TITAN TV APPLICATION  
Titan Communications  
800 N. State College Blvd., Fullerton, CA  92831  /  T 657-278-2998  /  F 657-278-4994

STAFF/VOLUNTEER/INTERN  
http://titancom.fullerton.edu
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NAME: ______________________________ CWID: _______________________

EMAIL: ___________________________________________ STUDENT ID: ____________

PHONE: _______________________________ MAJOR: __________________________

YEAR: FRESHMEN SOPHOMORE JUNIOR SENIOR GRAD YEAR: _____________

EMERGENCY CONTACT INFO:

NAME: ______________________________ RELATION: _______________ NUMBER: ______________

HOURS OF AVAILABILITY:

MONDAY: ______________________________ TUESDAY: ______________________________

WEDNESDAY: __________________________ THURSDAY: ______________________________

FRIDAY: ______________________________ OTHER: ______________________________

MARK THREE OR MORE POSITIONS YOU ARE MOST INTERESTED IN:

___ PRODUCER ___ TECHNICAL DIRECTOR ___ SEGMENT PRODUCER ___ AUDIO

___ DIRECTOR ___ CAMERA ___ PRODUCTION ASSISTANT ___ VTR/GRAPHICS

___ WRITING ___ TALENT/REPORTER ___ EDITOR ___ SOCIAL MEDIA

HOW DID YOU LEARN ABOUT TITAN TV?

EXPLAIN YOUR PAST EXPERIENCE AND ANY RELEVANT PRODUCTION COURSES:

PLEASE TELL US ANYTHING ELSE WE SHOULD KNOW ABOUT (SPECIAL INTERESTS, HOBBIES, TALENTS, ETC.):

IN WHAT PRODUCTION SOFTWARE ARE YOU MOST KNOWLEDGEABLE? (EDITING, PROMPTING, ETC.)